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abstract: Nowadays almost every celebrity has his own homepage containing more or less
information about him as a private person. Once being established in the media, a webpage can
reinforce oneselfs popularity among the online community. Surely can there be assumed that this
digital representation of themselves is located somewhere between PR and privacy. Due to
celebrities extraordinary status in society, it may be an interesting question in what way they still
can be considered as a private person. As Tolson holds, there is a quest for an authentic mediated
identity today (Tolson 2001: 456) what, referred to celebrities, could be realised through effective
external communication in form of web pages. In this regard, this term paper will aim to figure out
to which extent these kinds of digital self-representations can be considered as authentic towards
illustrating something really personal or private. What...
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I actually started o looking over this publication. I have read through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to study again yet again later on. I am
easily will get a delight of reading a written pdf.
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